The increasing cost of computer server software,
Introduction
Local area networks (LAN) technology once thought of only for large companies is appearing in all realms of everyday life. Small computer networks pop up all over the place from large international corporate entities to private home networks used for Internet access. This broad range of applications has brought the instruction of LANs to the forefront of computer engineering technology.
Indiana University -Purdue University Fort Wayne (IPFW) has been offering a Local Area Networking course for several years. A leading problem with the instruction of such a course has been the constant update and maintenance of the Network Operating System (NOS) software. Like many universities, it's been a struggle to properly fund needed licensing and hardware requirements of these products.
Microsoft, a leader in NOS products, has always been our main tool in the education of Local Area Networks. These include the Windows based server products of NT, 2000 and XP.
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Samba as a Primary Domain Controller
The key to configuring Samba to be a PDC is its lone configuration file: smb.conf. Unlike the Microsoft NOS with its multiple GUI interface, Samba has one text file containing all its matched pair settings. Even though Linux X-Windows has a GUI interface to SAMBA, known as SWAT, most people prefer editing the single text file.
Alteration to the smb.conf file can be done on the fly. There is no need to reboot the computer. The changes to Samba take effect when the SMB daemon refreshes itself or restarts. The file itself contains hundreds of settings most are not needed for simple implementations. The well documented file serves as a teaching tool in itself.
Adding the following section, see figure 1, to the area marked "[global]" of your smb.conf file will enable the Samba server as a PDC. Any line preceded by the "#" is for comments only. With samba, an account on the Linux server has to be created. This includes computer accounts for Windows NT, 2000, and XP. A token based authentication is used so the computer actually logs into the domain, not the user. The user is allowed to login as a trust. Creating the account can be done with "adduser [username]" or any other Linux method.
Once the account is added to the Linux server it now has to be added to the smbpasswd file. To create the account you can use "smbpasswd -a [username] [password]" or any other Linux method.
Samba Experiments
The Samba laboratory work covers about a six week period. Topics are introduced weekly in preparation for the laboratory setting. Each student group is equipped with their own client computer, server and communication equipment. This allows each group to manage their own independent Local Area Network.
The Samba server topics include: Each laboratory experiment is stand alone, but each is designed to build upon the previous. The students maintain the same SAMBA server throughout all the experiments. Once all laboratories are complete, the students possess a full functioning Samba server that behaves as a Primary Domain Controller.
Samba Added Benefits
From the education stand point, it's important to allow the student's access to the most important tools in Local Area Networking whenever possible. Currently students of IPFW experiment with a combination of Windows and Linux products due to corporate popularity. The Windows product used is typically always a generation old because of our limitations in computer hardware.
Windows is introduced first since most students are already experienced with the GUI interface. When first discussing Linux with Samba, most students seem intimidated since pervious Linux editions carry a reputation of being difficult to install. Most students, once over this fear, find the management aspect of Samba superior to that of Windows. They find editing the single smb.config file much easier then memorizing GUI menus under Windows. Students typically perform the Samba based experiments twice as fast as the corresponding Windows experiments.
Additional benefits of Samba are demonstrated by asking the student to do a price comparison of Linux and Windows for a small fictitious company. The study is to include software purchase price, hardware purchase price, software maintenance price and administrative cost. The student finds that the cost of maintaining Linux is far cheaper than Windows. The greatest difference is in the software purchase price and maintenance prices. A single copy of Red Hat Linux to cover all servers is $200.00 (unlimited clients) with no recurring maintenance fee while Windows costs $1119.00 per server (only 10 clients) with an approximate recurring cost of 25% of the original cost per year.
Conclusion
In the market of Local Area Networking, Microsoft NOS software must not be denied or overlooked. However, alternate methods of instruction based on Samba can provide comparable educational benefits to those found using Microsoft.
Students have established a long history with the Window environment. Most students introduced to Linux and Samba thrive at the opportunity to try a new technique. Even though Linux with Samba itself poses more difficulty during installation, the overall system management seems easier for students when using Samba. The lower cost of hardware and software overhead makes this a prime choice for students on their home computer network furthering the educational experience.
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